Low dose X-radiation adaptive response in spleen and prostate of Atm knockout heterozygous mice.
To investigate the effect of being heterozygous for a knockout mutation in the ataxia telangiectasia (Atm) gene on radiation adaptive response. DNA recombination, as measured by pKZ1 inversion frequency, was quantified by histochemistry in Atm knockout heterozygous prostate and spleen 3 days after treatment with a priming dose of 0.01 or 10 mGy X-radiation 4 h prior to a challenge dose of 1,000 mGy. In spleen and prostate, a single dose of 0.01 mGy caused an induction in inversion frequency but a dose of 10 mGy prevented the induction of a proportion of endogenous inversions. Both doses induced an adaptive response, of similar magnitude, to a subsequent high challenge dose for chromosomal inversions in both spleen and prostate. The adaptive response completely prevented the induction of inversions from a 1,000 mGy challenge dose and also a proportion of endogenous inversions. The adaptive responses and distribution of inversions across gland cross-sections observed here in Atm knockout heterozygote prostate were similar to those induced in Atm wild-type prostate in a previous study. Being heterozygous for a knockout mutation in the Atm gene does not affect the endogenous pKZ1 inversion frequency, the inversion response to single low radiation doses used here, or the induction of a radiation adaptive response for inversions in pKZ1 mouse spleen or prostate.